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G.I.G owner says it ain’t another stinking bar
The Editor:
I bet you never heard of G.I.G.. Most
of San Antonio hasn't either.
G.I.G. offers music in a safe, friendly
and respectful environment where
music is presented as art and what
people come to see. Free of drunks,
smoke, beer stink, drama, and attitude
and is easily accessible to all musicians. I do offer
sodas, energy drinks, candies, snacks, hot coffees,
chocolate and teas.
I opened G.I.G. as a place for music. G.I.G. is not a
bar, not a pickup spot, not a restaurant, not a scene nor
a hipster hangout. It has evolved into a community of
musicians both new and experienced.
Nearly all of the musicians that play here are grateful
that I'm here because it’s the only place in town where
their art is respected.
It's a place to play and be heard and not be just musical wallpaper. It can be intimidating to some. They're
not used to an entire room of people silently glued to
their every word. There is no need to compete with
background chatter and bar noise so I don't have to
bludgeon the audience with volume, just clean pure
sound at a reasonable listening level.
G.I.G. is a place where the players, their parents and
even their grandparents can feel comfortable. Clean air,
multiple couches and a high quality sound system (and
I know how to use it). I get compliments nearly every

day on how good the sound is and how wonderful a
place it is. I'm proud of it.
G.I.G. has struggled since day one. The week after I
signed the lease in May of 2008 the market began
showing signs of instability. Most of my investment
funds disappeared soon afterward. No funds for the PA,
furnishings, food service and advertising I had planned
on.
Three years later, G.I.G. has survived with the help
of the musicians of San Antonio and those who understand the need for this place. For the last year and a
half I have been trying to turn G.I.G. into a non profit
but have met numerous hurdles. There is so much
more I can do if I can insure G.I.G. stays on the N. St.
Mary's strip.
G.I.G. has not made a profit yet.
After nearly three years of being shunned by the
media I have decided to force the issue and have begun
sending out information about the third anniversary of
G.I.G.'s opening. It has become a very important venue.
I can not let down those who have donated their time,
money and equipment.
Regarding my financial woes people used to say
'Just get a liquor license'. I'm on record saying I'd rather
close than turn G.I.G. into another stinking bar. Thankfully I don't hear that comment much any more. I used
to work dogwatch for the
Express and News back in the 90's and have seen the
tragedy that alcohol brings upon San Antonio.
I have been trying to break the bond between alcohol

and music but in a very subtle way, especially with all
the recent carnage caused by alcohol. I know, it's crazy,
but there is no way I could ever serve anyone a drink
only to have them kill or be killed.
I have been vilified for even suggesting music can
be heard without alcohol. Some people resent me for
taking up valuable bar space on the N. St. Mary's strip.
Some bands are afraid to play here because they fear
their fans won't come if there's no alcohol... sadly, that
is true for some bands. Acceptance has been a very difficult goal to achieve.
I hope you and the other San Antonio media outlets
see the importance of keeping G.I.G. on the strip and
help me let San Antonio G.I.G. exists.
FYI, 'What does G.I.G. mean? Well, that's a secret.
Maybe I'll tell you and maybe I won't. If I do, you'll be
one of about twenty that know.
Ruben Garcia
Editor’s Note:
I’m almost afraid to ask, but it sounds pretty intresting.
G.I.G. is located next to Saluté, a rambunctious little
international bar which probably emits enough volume
to give Ruben the heebie-jeebies. And we must assume
that G.I.G.’s walls are fortified with only the best in
sound-proofing materials.
With that said, it is safe to assume that Action Magazine will check this out. And maybe Mr. Garcia will tell
me what G.I.G. really stands for.
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April 10, 2011
all us or visit our website for tickets and info
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Rupert Murdoch closing down his News of the World tabloid in London recalls another scandal sheet from another time.
I’m talking about the San Antonio Express and News.
Murdoch bought the local papers from Houston Harte in 1973, and what followed was a cruel joke on San Antonio and the people who had been reading the
Express and News for years.
With editor-publisher Charles O. Kilpatrick acting as his trusted lieutenant,
Murdoch converted the Express and News overnight into a cheap-looking piece of
outhouse ass-wipe that became a journalistic joke from here to both coasts and all
points in between.
A carbon copy of Murdoch’s News of the World and London Sun, which features bare-breasted models on a daily basis, the Express and News inflamed and
infuriated both advertisers and business leaders with page-one headlines that read:
Nude Principal Dead in Motel
Uncle Tortures Tot With Hot Fork
Armies of Insects Marching on S.A.
Screaming Mom Slain
Recent news reports have detailed the London tabloid scandal which involves News of the World employees hacking into cell phone accounts and even
bribing police with cash payments for classified information.
While there were no reports here of bribery or phone hacking, the practice
which became known as “Murdochery” gave prominence to garbage which most papers bury in filler
columns.
There were page-one article in the Express and News about a guy who converts abandoned refrigerators to dog houses, a Japanese appeal for 100,000 4-leaf
clovers, an 88-year-old woman getting married for the sixth time, the wreck of a pickle
truck in Michigan, and two pet snakes running loose on a German airliner.
I came to the San Antonio Express News as a reporter from the Harte-Hanks
flagship San Angelo Standard-Times only days after Houston Harte bought out the
Huntress family. That was in the late-60s.
With Harte-Hanks, I could do no wrong, and Houston Harte Sr., had taken a
shine to me, overlooking such indiscretions as placing a muddy no-parking sign on
the hood of one of his Cadillacs in the Standard-Times parking lot. And there were a
few other incidents, details of which I would release only under subpoena.
But my early years at the Express and News were good ones. As a beat reporter, I covered both police and the courts, and while working as a general assignments reporter, I covered every major hurricane of the times, the Charles Joseph
Whitman killing spree from the University of Texas tower in Austin, and the Teamsters
Union takeover in Crystal City which got ugly before it got better.
The end of my career at the daily was spent writing a daily general interest
column called Offbeat. The newspaper financed a “Best of Sam Kindrick” book which
sold well while the paper was promoting it, and my last semi-official promotion with
the late Congressman Henry Gonzalez serving as my co-chairman, was the First
World Championship Menudo Cookoff in Raymond Russell Park.
With Willie Nelson and some 30 other bands, plus a boxing match between

Homicide Detective Roy Aguilar and criminal defense attorney Alan Brown, we had
more than 50,000 howling party freaks out for that one.
That was 1973, and it was only a few weeks after the menudo cookoff and
concert that Rupert Murdoch bought the Express and News from the Harte people.
Just days after that transaction, Charlie Kilpatrick fired me, the charge being
my association with undesirable people, the late Chuck Angelini and Willie Nelson
among those mentioned. In lieu of severance pay, he presented me with my unsold
books.
A social climber with a fervor for
the rich and influential, Charlie Kilpatrick belonged to every snob organization that
would have him, including the Texas Cavaliers. And more than a few eyebrows went
up with his lightning-like adaption to Rupert Murdoch’s yellow tabloid style.
None of them really knew the Kilpatrick cameleon with the brown ring around
his nose.
San Antonio developer Jim Dement called the newspaper change “an insult
to our community.”
Buick dealer Charles Orsinger said of the Express-News, “It’s a newspaper
that makes you mad many, many, many times. It goes in for sensationalism at the
expense of good reporting.”
Former Police Chief Emil Peters told the L.A. Times that the Express and
News far over played sex and crime stories.
The San Antonio Independent School District cancelled a special program
using 6,000 Murdoch papers because they were judged unsuitable as a classroom
tool.
Before the Hearst Corporation shut down its San Antonio Light and bought
Murdoch out in 1992, there was a lot of talk in the business community about establishing another daily newspaper in San Antonio, a herculean endeavor that would
have been too costly for most of the backers.
I went into radio immediately after my firing at the Express and News, pulling
an air shift with the late DJ legend Ron Houston, and coining a phrase which enjoyed
some popularity at the time.
The Express and News became the “Excuse and Nuisance.” And I spent
more air time than I should have wasted fleering and japing at Kilpatrick and the
Murdoch paper he was running.
The Doubleday Corporation owned both radio stations KITE and KEXL, the
outlaw rocker I was on.
Kilpatrick, according to Texas Monthly Magazine, withdrew into a shell, refusing to talk with other members of the media, and threatening to file libel suits
against both the Los Angeles Times and KITE Radio in San Antonio. But he never
did.
While many community leaders failed to understand Charlie Kilpatrick’s
transformation from sterling face of responsible journalism to the Rupert Murdoch
brand off tabloid tripe, there were a few of us who knew.
The late Dan Cook, longtime sports editor of the Express and News, put
it well when he said, “If a chicken farmer bought the Express and News, Charlie
Kilpatrick would show up for work the next day wearing a feather suit.”
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Big League Karaoke
with S.A. Flagship
Due on National TV

Aaron and Fred Medrano
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While many nightclub
owners and live music
venue operators never
thought it could happen,
karaoke has reached the
big time, and a San Antonio company is playing a
major role in what has become a national and world
phenomena.
Fred Medrano, president of You Be The Star
Entertainment in San Antonio, says top karaoke
singers will appear on
ABC Television’s exciting
new
reality
series,
Karaoke Battle USA,
which will kick off August
12, running for six weeks
at 9 p.m. on Friday nights.
The show, a taped documentary of this country’s
2011 karaoke competition,
is a first of its kind. It will
include regional competi-

tion held this summer,
plus taped footage of a
national showdown to be
held August 5, 6, and 7 at
the House of Blues in Hollywood, California.
Medrano said: “There
are over 30 million singers
in the United States, and
after potential performers
have a few drinks, that
number swells to another
30 million. World wide that
number grows to over 100
million. We have had
many contests in San Antonio looking for the best
talent at venues all over
the city for years. Now our
top karaoke singers will be
able to have the chance to
appear on ABC Television’s exciting new reality
series.”
This karaoke season,
Medrano said, is called

“Casting Call.” He went on
to say that the new TV
show will feature singers
from his contests last year
as well as other singers
from 50 states, noting that
the TV series picks up regional competition for its
start. It winds up with the
national finals in Hollywood.
Winners from the national finals in California,
Medrano says, will be
competing on the world
stage in the 2011 World
Championships in Killarney, Ireland in September,
with 54 countries in the
mix.
Last year’s world competition was held in Moscow
in front of a world wide
web audience estimated
at 750,000.

“We have seen the success of American Idol,”
Medrano said, “and the
response has been incredible. But this national
karaoke show promises
to be even bigger and
more
wide
ranging.
American idol is looking
for kids ranging in age
from 15 to 28. Karaoke
Battle USA welcomes
singers 18 and up. They
ask you to come to a oneday cattle call with thousands of other hopefuls
at a city near you. The
show wants you to get
out seven days a week
and practice your skills at
a venue probably in your
own area. The possible
scope of this thing is unlimited.”
With
son
Aaron
Medrano serving as vice
president in charge of operations, Fred Medrano’s
local karaoke company is
the biggest such operation in the U.S., employing a wide variety of DJs,
and boasting regularly
updated music and topquality equipment.
“We agreed three
years ago to partner with
Karaoke World Championships USA, which is
part of Karaoke World
Championships headquartered in Finland,”
Medrano says. “They
came asking us to be the
flagship as the organization came to the United
States. We accepted,
gaining shows for the
KWC in seven states,
and we have seen some
amazing singers. We are
proud to have You Be
The Star Entertainment
logo run in tandem with
ABC, the Karaoke Channel, and KWC USA.”
Four
years
ago,
Medrano says, Oprah
Winfrey’s people contacted him for information
about what was (and is)
the largest organized
karaoke company in the
country.
Beginning in 1991, the
Medrano operation is
now celebrating 20 years
in the business. Since
1999, when Medrano
moved his operation here
from Champaign, Illinois,

You Be The Star Entertainment has been qualifying karaoke contestants
for local, state, regional,
national, and world competition through a series
of contests held in San
Antonio venues.
Medrano says he
would like to add at least
20 more venues per
week to the lineup to give
as many singers a shot at
national stardom as his
new season gets under
way.
“We have awarded
over $77,000 in cash
since
we
started,”
Medrano said. He noted
that local competition is
now under way and will
run through October 30.
Local finals, to be held
at a location to be announced, will award a
total of $2,000 in prizes-$1,000 first, $500 second, $350 third, and $150
fourth.
These winners will advance to KWC state and
regional finals, locations
of which will also be revealed at a later date.
The forthcoming show
on ABC should stoke
even greater interest in
karaoke prelims which
Medrano’s company is
holding all over the city.
“Without great venues,
great sponsors, and great
partners like Action Magazine, we would probably
just be another DJ playing at karaoke,” Medrano
said. “This is a serious
business, but it’s a business of fun and entertainment. Our staff wants you
to be the star, and we try
to always treat you like
one.”
Locations and details
on current competitions
may be found on the
company
faceb o o k . c o m / Yo u BeTheStarEntertainment.
All contest locations are
also listed monthly on
You Be The Star Entertainment’s back cover advertisement in Action
Magazine.
As for the upcoming
reality TV show, Medrano
notes that renown singer,
dancer, and actor Joey
Fatone of the group N’-

Sync will serve as host.
Judges will include Brian
Scott (2009 USA male
champion), Joe Levy of
Rolling Stone Magazine,
and Carnie Wilson of Wilson Phillips fame. She is
the daughter of Brian Wilson, one of the founders
of the Beach Boys.
Medrano said he was
initially invited to join
KWC/USA by the organization’s president, Wendell Payne.
Of the new reality
show, Payne has been
quoted as saying: “The
excitement we have for
this opportunity and the
opportunity this provides
to singers and karaoke at
so many levels overwhelms me. This new
ABC show will give the
singers and karaoke opportunities like never before. And the talent we
have received out of
Texas has been outstanding.”
A karaoke singer himself, Medrano couldn’t
have imagined the industry’s vast potential when
he was entering and wining contests south of
Chicago in the early
1990s.
“Most karaoke outfits
wanted to limit their material to what the Kj or Dj
likes,” Medrano said.
“But that ain’t how it is
supposed to be. I sing
everything from Ray
Charles to Elvis, from
Garth Brooks to Nine
Inch Nails, and that’s
how I set up my first
karaoke company in
Champaign, Illinois in
1991. With a huge variety of songs in the repertoire, we let people sing
anything they wanted to
sind, and You Be The
Star Entertainment was
to quickly put five other
karaoke companies out
of business.”
Medrano sings as
good as many and better
than some live entertainers on the local scene.
He estimates that he
does some 8,000 tunes
during a given year, and
it’s all for the fun of it. He
is passionate about the
business of inviting any-

body with a yearn to sing
up to the microphone.
It’s a stepping stone
into the live entertainment business for some,”
Medrano said. “But most
importantly it is a good
clean form of entertainment which almost everyone can enjoy and
participate in. You Be The
Star Entertainment offers
everyone a chance.”
Fred
and
Aaron
Medrano
orchestrate
some 2,500 karaoke
shows annually in the
San Antonio area. They
set up their sound systems and stage equipment
at
nightclubs,

restaurants, corporate
functions, and private
parties.
As for the qualification
competitions now being
held,
Medrano said everyone
over 18 is eligible to compete.
“We qualify between
2,000 and 2,500 contestants every year,” he said.
“If you have a venue and
would like to showcase
our karaoke competition,
contact Aaron at (210)
687-7756, or if you are a
singer who would like an
opportunity to perform,
contact us by going to
Face Book, or text the let-

ters ABC to us at (210)
723-5718 for our schedule.”
Fred Medrano is the
karaoke king of San Antonio and Texas for obvious
reasons. He is a tireless
promoter, a marketing expert, a super-salesman,
and a visionary who
knows the vast potential
of the horse he is riding.
He also understands
the nature and the psyche of the hams he constantly strives to reach.
“You never know,” he
tells them, “you could be
the next singing superstar to hit the big time on
national TV.”

Local Karaoke Contestant Lindsey White
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Wayne’s Gratitude
Wayne Harper’s 61st
birthday party last July 16
was an event that the
multi-talented musician
didn’t take lightly.
With his Martini Club
at Rector and McCullough jammed with adoring fans, Harper solemnly
and humbly thanked
them all for their love and
continuing support.
“And I want to thank
the Lord for one more
year,” said the survivor of
multiple heart attacks, the
last one this past
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Wanye and Annette Harper
with club mascot Martini

May. “Without God’s
help, my terrific doctors,
and all of you people who
have stuck with us

through the worst, tonight
would have never been
possible.”
A super guitarist, vocalist, trumpet and sax
player, Wayne Harper is
the most complete walking entertainment package on the San Antonio
scene today.
And his very survival
and obviously improved
health comes under the
heading of what many
would call miracles.
In addition to the three
heart attacks, the last
one a “widow-maker”
which Wayne describes

as a lighted blowtorch in
his chest, Harper has
gone through prostate
cancer, a hernia operation, and a freak accidental plunge numerous
years ago from the second level at North Star
Mall to the concrete
below.
Just cutting up and
“acting silly,” Harper recalls jumping a construction barrier which he
thought was in front of a
staircase.
Instead, there was
nothing behind it but thin
air, and Harper wound up

shattering a leg in the fall
which left him with a permanent limp.
Some musicians have
fans. Harper has disciples. And they roared
their approval as he took
to the dance floor at the
end of his first set with
wife Annette.
“My little bride and I
have been married for 11
years now,” Harper said.
“And the judge who married us is here tonight.”
He was referring to
County Court # 5 Judge
Tim Johnson, who said of
Harper: “The guy is an in-

credible musician. I think
he is a genius at what he
does. Can you imagine
learning and recalling
and singing all of the
lyrics from the vast repertoire of songs he does? “
Harper also introduced Joe Palasota, an
anesthesologist with cardiologist Dr. Fernando
Lopez.
“It’s good to keep
these guys near at hand,”
Harper joked.
And he was quick to
advise a woman who
asked how much he
thought her guitar student

son should practice.
“As much as he can,”
Wayne said. “I still practice on guitar two hours a
day.”
Also on hand was Martini, the Yorkshire terrier
that accompanies Wayne
and Annette everywhere
they go.
Nightclubs within the
city limits of San Antonio
will be going smoke-free
in a couple of months, but
Annette Harper has managed to keep both Fridays
and Saturdays at Martini’s

without smoke.
Annette runs the club-lock, stock, and barrel.
“I didn’t want Wane exposed to the smoke after
that last heart attack,” Annette said. “Our customers have been very
understanding.”
When Harper returned
to the stage after the last
heart attack in May, he
wasn’t sure how he would
be received.
There was no call for
worry.
The Harper crowd

again materialized at Martini’s, as if from a wave of
Harry Potter’s broom handle, and Wayne gave special thanks.
“You guys are terrific,”
Harper said. “I could never
thank you enough.”

Smoke Ban
The city smoking ban
kicks in August 19, and
some San Antonio nightclub operators have made
outdoor preparations.
Among the most elaborate smoking ban patios is
the one Rod Sanders has

constructed at his Rod
Dog’s Saloon on Wagon
Wheel.
Painted and spiffy, the
tables under a covered
front smoking area include
built-in ash trays and comfortable seating.
“None of us like what is
coming,” Sanders said,
“but we need to do what is
necessary.”

Eddie Moreno, Alamo
Heights student paralyzed
from the neck down from
a gunshot wound to the
jaw.
A senior at Alamo
Heights High School,
Moreno was shot about
four months ago.
Doors for the concert
open at 7 p.m. Admission
will be $10 at the gate.

Moreno Benefit

Terri’s Book

The rock band Mothership will be featured August 4 at Sam’s Burger
Joint in a benefit show for

Singer/songwriter Terri
Hendrix, a San Antonio
native who makes her
home in San Marcos, has

sold out the first pressing
of her book--Cry Till You
Laugh--The Part That Ain’t
Art.
Second printing of he
book will be in October,
and Hendrix has started
working on yet another
album.
On November 1, Terri
will be included on a starstudded tribute bill to Guy
Clark at Austin’s Long
Center for the Performing
Arts.
She joins some lofty
name acts for this one, inCont. on pg.14
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Where to find Action Magazine
Northeast
Roadhouse Saloon
Adrenalin Tattoos
Below Zero
Century Music
Charlie Brown’s
Cooper’s Lounge
Cootey’s
Crazy D’s
Endless Music
Fiasco
Finnegan’s
Guitar Center
Hangin’ Tree
Jack’s
Jack-N-Arund
Jeff Ryder Drums
Jerry Dean’s
Knuckleheads
Kramer’s
Main Street Bar & Grill
Make My Day
Martinis
Marty’s
Me & C.A.
Midnight Rodeo
Papa’s Bar & Grill
Penthouse
Phantasy Tattoo
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Planet K
Rascals
Rebar
Recovery Room
Roadhouse Saloon
Rod Dog’s Saloon
Sam Ash Music
Scandal’s
Schooner’s
Sherlock’s
Spanky’s
STATS
Sunset Club
Thirsty Turtle
Tra’s Country
Waldo’s
Water Street Oyster Bar
Winston’s

Northwest
Alamo Music
Baker Street Pub
Bombay Ranch
Bone Headz
Bonnie Jean’s
Broadway 50-50
Coco Beach
Fatso’s
Hemingways
Highlander
Hills and Dales
Hooz?
I Don’t Know Yet
J.C.’s Nostalgia
Jiggers
Joe’s Ice
Knave Ultra Lounge
Knuckleheads
Luna
Martini Ranch
Mitchell’s
Nice Rack
Oakhills Tavern
O’Malley’s
Orphan Annie’s
Pawderosa
Planet K
Pressure Cooker
Rookies

Whiskeys
Central &
Downtown
Alamo Music
Armadillo
Augie’s BBQ
Aztec Theater
Bananas Billiards
Boehlers
Bombay Bicycle Club
The Cove
Goodtime Charlie’s
Joey’s
Limelight
Luther’s Cafe
The Mix
Pigstand
Planet K
San Antone Cafe &
Concerts
Sam’s Burger Joint
Tycoon Flats
White Rabbit

Southside
Brooks Pub
China Grove General
Store
Flipside Record Parlor
Herb’s Hat Shop
Moose Club
Mustand Sally’s
Planet K
Shady Lady
Spurr 122
Texas Pride BBQ
The Other Woman
The Steer
The Trap
Wild Rhino

Helotes
Floore Store

Bulverde area
Antler’s Restaurant
Buck and Ozzie’s
Exxon, 46 & 281
Honey Creek
My Place
Restaurant
Shade Tree Saloon
Specht’s Restaurant
and Saloon
Tetco, 46 & 281
Texas 46

Universal City
Billy D’s

Kirby
Hi-Duke’s
The Pour House
Leon Springs
Chango’s Havana Club
Live Oak
South Paw Tattoos
Selma
Bluebonnet Palace
Deer Crossing

Ken Raba is true to his heart
By Sam Kindrick
Ken Raba has been
praised, cussed, and discussed since moving to
this area from the Black
Hills of South Dakota.
He’s a real horse riding, rope swinging cowboy with a voice as
resonate and real as bottom land dirt, but Raba’s
style of country music
doesn’t electrify everyone.
“There are some who
hate him for the original
stuff he does,” says
Texas Pride Barbeque
owner Tony Talanco. “But
there are a hell of a lot
more of them who love
him, and we are really
pleased with the job he
has been doing for us out
here at Texas Pride.”
Now working behind
his second CD, an album
of original country and
western cowboy songs titled Cowboys and Coyotes, Raba remains
doggedly true to the material which defines him.
“Even before I left
South Dakota,” Raba
said, “there were people
telling me I could never
make a living in the

music business. But
there were also some
who believed in my
music, and these were
the folks who kept me
going. The same is true
today. I have some real
supporters, and I am
deeply grateful for them
all.”
Among the true Raba
believers is Kelly Delaney
of American Songwriter
Magazine who writes:
“There’s a new cowboy in town, and his
name is Ken Raba. Not
since the late Marty Robbins has there been a
singer-songwriter as genuine as this song totin’
buckaroo.”
Jeff Craig of 60 Second CD, wrote:
“In a voice as rich and
smooth as Spanish
leather, singer/songwriter
Ken Raba delivers a set
of self penned songs with
melodies as solid as the
granite in the Black Hills,
lyrics as colorful as a
desert sunset, and emotion that runs as deep as
the Grand Canyon on his
CD Cowboys and Coyotes.”
Jim D. Thompson of

Creative Broadcast Services, Inc., says:
“Ken Raba is an accomplished artist with a
feel for an audience, the
innate sense of writing a
song that catches a listener, and the ability to
sing it as if God himself
had lent him the voice.”
Action Magazine has
been a Ken Raba supporter since the cowboy
settled in over near Wimberly, and I never fail to
smile when I hear Raba
detractors from the shitkicker fringe who say he
can’t sing.
He damn well can
sing, and a whale of a lot
better than many. And the
boo birds never fail to remind me of another
strange sounding little
redheaded fellow back
there in the 1960s who
sometimes walked a
lonely path before the
world figured out what he
was about.
I can remember the tin
ears who couldn’t understand more than the standard Nashville
three-chord progression.
And every time one of
them said that Willie Nel-

son couldn’t sing I had to
laugh. His jazz-style
phrasing was more than
many of them could comprehend.
Ken Raba covers classics ranging from Eddie
Arnold’s Cattle Call to
Marty Robbins’ Devil
Woman, but it is his own
brand of cowboy ballads
that sets him apart from
the majority.
His first CD was titled
One Kind of Life, and it
featured originals such as
Million Mile Cowboy and
New Mexico Memories.
The latest CD, Cowboys and Coyotes, includes Raba’s answer to
detractors who suggested that he might not
be a genuine product of
High Plains Indian Country.
It’s a tune titled Call
Me Cowboy, and it spells
out Ken Raba for any
who might doubt.
Raba has been performing for some time
with a talented group of
musicians he calls The
Broken Rope Band.
They include Bill
Blankenship on upright
bass, Chris Lampman on

Ken Raba
drums, and Junior Nash
on lead guitar. Blankenship and Lampman are
both from Schertz, while

Nash lives in Geronimo.
“I’m really fortunate to
have these guys,” says
Raba. “They are real
Cont. on pg.14
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Scatter Cont. from Page 11

studded tribute bill to Guy
Clark at Austin’s Long
Center for the Performing
Arts.
She joins some lofty
name acts for this one, including such stars as Kris
Kristofferson, Joe Ely, and
Emmylou Harris.

Antlers Move
The Antlers Restaurant, a popular eatery in
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the
Bulverde/Spring
Branch area since the
1970s, was changing locations even as this issue
of Action was rolling off
the presses.
Owned
by
Leroy
Richter, the Antlers was to
move August 1 into the
building on Texas Highway 46 which had previously housed an eatery
known as Buck and

Ozzie’s.
The Antlers, a conversation piece for years because of a ceiling
festooned by multiple sets
of whitetail deer antlers,
has for years been located on Highway 281
just north of the 281 and
Texas Highway 46 intersection.
As was the case with
Buck and Ozzie’s, the
new Antlers will be adjacent to the popular Texas
46 bar and grill.
Gary Stebbins, Texas
46 owner and a friend of
Richter’s, anticipates zero
problems with his new
neighbor.
“If anything,” Gary
said, “the move will benefit everyone. Leroy and I
are great friends, and the
influx of Antlers customers just means more
people coming to our locations on Highway 46.”

Raba Cont. from Page 13

pros.'
Raba works all around
this area, appearing once
monthly on either a Friday or Saturday at Texas
Pride Barbeque near Adkins.
At least once every
summer, he returns to the
Black Hills for the Badger
Creek Cowboy Poetry
Gathering at Hot Springs,
South Dakota.
When I encountered
Raba last month at Texas
Pride, he had just returned from his old
stomping grounds.
“Everything is wet and
green up there right now,”
Raba said. “But down
here in South Texas, I
don’t have to fight the big
snow drifts in the winter.
Looks like I’m here to
stay.”

Augie
Meyers
said it:

Quote of the
month

“You can have God riding
a bicycle on a high wire
stretched across the roof
of the AT&T Center, and
nobody will be there to
watch if nobody knows of
the event.”
Prevent no-shows

Demonstrate your good sense
Advertise in Action Magazine
(830) 980-7861
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